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Drynet Update
Welcome to the fourth issue of "News
from Drynet", a newsletter from the
Drynet project on local concerns and
views on drylands. This issue focuses on
the importance of international events
like the CRIC (see box) and national
programs like the NAPs for reaching
sustainability in drylands. The question
is which role can and should civil
society play in these processes?
The seventh session of the CRIC
took place in Istanbul, Turkey from
November 3rd to 14th 2008, simultaneously with the first special session
of the Committee on Science and
Technology (CST). Members of the
Drynet network were present and
engaged through the Drynet information stand and two side events
on the following topics: "The Myth of
the Wastelands: Mobile Pastoralism
in Dryland Areas - Can biofuel production offer new opportunities for
pastoral peoples’ livelihood?" and
"Strengthening civil society partnerships for promoting sustainable land
management and monitoring progress
in overcoming land degradation".
Besides this they also provided new
publications for practical use as well as
discussion such as a Drynet and Global
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Mechanism co-production "Civil Society
Organisations in Drylands - Practical
guide for mapping, profiling and analysing community and policy level
engagement", and a Drynet position paper "The Biofuel Boom and its
Consequences for Drylands". All of
these are now available on our website.
While civil society organisations can
participate openly in these events the
question remains how much influence
they really have on the decision-making
processes. This newsletter will provide
some views on this issue, trying to shed
some more light on what the individual
organisations feel their position is both
at the national and international levels.
Furthermore there will be some discussion on the way in which the NAPs have
been successfully incorporated in the
member countries.
By Drynet partner: Both ENDS, the
Netherlands - drynet@bothends.org

Drynet members during Side Event on
"Pastoralism in Dryland Areas"
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The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) has
different structures of governance and decision making. We will run past
the most important here:
COPs The Conference of the Parties (COP) was established by the
Convention as the supreme decision-making body; it comprises ratifying
governments and regional economic integration organizations, such as the
European Union. One of the main functions of the COP is to review reports
submitted by the Parties detailing how they are carrying out their commitments; the COP makes recommendations on the basis of these reports. It
also has the power to make amendments to the Convention or to adopt new
annexes, such as additional regional implementation annexes. In this way, the
COP can guide the Convention as global circumstances and national needs
change.
To assist the COP, the Convention provides for subsidiary bodies and allows
the COP to establish additional ones if necessary.
CRiCs The Committee for the Review of the implementation of the
Convention (CRIC) assists the COP in regularly reviewing the implementation
of the Convention. The review process leading to the CRIC, which includes
input at sub-regional and regional levels, will allow it to draw conclusions and
to propose to the COP concrete recommendations on further steps in the
implementation of the Convention. The review is to be conducted along thematic lines decided by the COP, with due regard to geographic dimensions.
NAPs The UNCCD Parties develop their own National Action Programmes
(NAP) which are one of the key instruments in the implementation of the
Convention. National Action Programmes should be developed in the
framework of a participative approach involving the local communities and
they spell out the practical steps and measures to be taken to combat
desertification in specific ecosystems.
CST The Committee on Science and Technology (CST) is a subsidiary body
of the COP; it provides the COP with information and advice on scientific and
technological matters relating to combating desertification and mitigating
the effects of drought using the most up-to-date scientific knowledge. It is
multi-disciplinary, open to the participation of the Parties and composed of
government representatives with relevant expertise.
Source:www.unccd.int
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COORDiNATOR Of THE DRYLAND
SCiENCE fOR DEvELOPMENT
CONSORTiUM (DSD) BY SiLkE BREHM
ON fRiDAY 7TH Of NOvEMBER 2008
Mark Winslow works for ICRISAT
(International Crop Research Institute
for the Semi-arid tropics), a non-profit agricultural research centre which
tries to improve sustainable land
management in the tropical dryland
areas of Africa and Asia. I met Mark
on Friday afternoon in the quiet CST
meeting room of Cevahir conference
hotel during the last week of CRIC7 in
Istanbul. Outside in the corridors there
was the buzzing of informal talks and
the echo of ongoing official sessions.
The CST (Committee of Science and
Technology) was closing their session and giving their conclusions to
the UNCCD, including their decision
to charge the Dryland Science for
Development (DSD) Consortium with
the mandate for assistance in organizing the COP-9. This refers to Decision
13 of the 8th Session of the UNCCD
Conference of Parties (COP) towards
fulfilling the 10-year Strategic Plan,
where the Committee on Science and
Technology (CST) is recommended to
conduct future sessions in a predominantly scientific and technical conference-style format.
SB: Why was there a need felt for
change in first place on the CST level?
MW: The CST was asked by the convention to increase the flow of science into
useful forms in the convention, because
the convention is made up of what is
called the ‘Conference of Parties’ which
are representatives in the political >>
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administration of almost all countries
in the world. These political representatives want to use science to make better policies to reduce the suffering, the
reduction of the productivity and the
high risk of using dryland areas.
So they asked us to help organize a
conference that can summarize the
available knowledge on drylands for
policy in simple forms which can be
used to make better policies. Just as
the Climate Change Convention has
found the measurement of carbon a
very simple way to express policies, the
goal of this conference is to have some
simple measures for combating dryland
degradation.
SB: The Consortium has a clear mandate to involve the CSO/NGOs especially
in the development of a set of indicators of desertification. How will this be
ensured and how do you see Drynet or
other CSO initiatives to get involved in
the process?
MW: What makes the UNCCD quite unique is that it recognizes the importance
of local knowledge in solving this
problem, because it is a problem of
land use. The land-users have?
experience for generations in ways they
use the land. Scientists who are educated in a more classical way very
often are not land-users in a traditional type of setting, so they can look at
things in a certain way and miss other
aspects of the environment that are
important. We will look to CSO/NGOs
to help us to add that additional viewpoint and perspective and help us
understand how to put it in a scientific

framework. To help the scientists identify the knowledge gaps, the different
priorities of land users and to indentify
case studies and socio-economic surveys and bring that knowledge on the
table and into the deliberations of the
conference and the DSD activities.
For more information on DSD, please
visit the website
www.drylandscience.org or contact the
DSD coordinator, Dr. Mark Winslow at
m.winslow@cgiar.org
Listen to the entire interview under
multimedia on our website
www.dry-net.org
By Drynet partner: Silke Brehm of LPP,
Germany – Silke.Brehm@gmx.de

19 March - 4 April 2009 - Galilea,
Israel. Agriculture Development through
Human Capacity Building. A series of
agricultural programmes will be offered,
with the following themes: The Role of
agro-technology in poverty alleviation
and food security; agribusiness, export
and marketing management ; and
water and crop production management. Galilee College offers a limited
number of tuition scholarships to qualified candidates. More information:
http://galilcol.ac.il/page.asp?id=2
21 - 22 May 2009 - Cape Town, South
Africa. The conference will cover environmental resource economics as it
applies to natural resource management. This includes the economics
of biodiversity conservation, water
resource management (especially
natural aquatic environments), agricultural resource management (especially
natural landscapes), climate change and
marine resource management.
More information: www.capeaction.org.
za/index.php? C=events&P=2
10 - 12 March 2009 - Climate Change:
Global Risks, Challenges and Decisions
UNFCCC COP-15 Lead-in Congress in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
http://climatecongress.ku.dk

Visit of the Indian Focal Point to the Drynet info
stand at the CRIC7.
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13 - 17 April 2009 - International
Conference On Water, Environment
And Health Sciences: The Challenges
Of The Climate Change (ICWEHS) held
in Cholula, Mexico. This conference will
provide a forum for the interdisciplinary
exchange of issues, views, experiences
and needs for research in the areas of
water, environment and health sciences
under the influence of climate change.
http://www.udlap.mx/ICWEHS/
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Joint Drynet /
DESiRE / enid
paper: "is the
UNCCD stuck in a
knowledge
traffic jam?"
The paper focuses on how the UNCCD
can more effectively build on a combination of the most recent, cutting edge
research, and the wealth of evolving
local knowledge from affected communities and CSOs. Two short excerpts as
indication of the content:
"To improve the effectiveness of the
UNCCD for dryland communities, the
government representatives responsible for implementing the convention
and its NAPs must base their interventions on relevant and up-to-date
information. This includes knowledge
from local communities and land users
themselves (often channelled via NGOs
and CSOs) on the current state of land
degradation and desertification, traditional practices, local successes and
obstacles. At the same time, knowledge
needs to come from researchers, providing in-depth analyses of desertification processes and impacts, as well as
assessments of the technical and financial feasibility of suggested solutions.
It is also important to develop ways of
monitoring and assessing desertification, as well as determining the impact
of the UNCCD in addressing it.

This requires the integration of different
types of knowledge and for appropriate
pathways to be developed to allow this
knowledge to flow to those charged
with policy- and decision-making."
" ... there is no formal mechanism that
ensures local and traditional knowledge
is taken into account in UNCCD processes and negotiations. In some ways,
this knowledge flow is complicated
because it has a longer, more arduous
journey to make, all the way from the
local level via its intermediaries to the
national and international levels. … For
local knowledge to be used effectively,
the national roots of the international
UNCCD process are therefore crucial."
For our suggestions for improvement,
please read the full paper on www.drynet.org

Excerpt from
the Closing
Statement by
Civil Society
Organisations
participating in
the CRiC7:
"We appreciate the new format of the
Committee on Science and Technology,
which will engage entities and representatives of the scientific community
and renew its membership so as to
include more scientific and technical
expertise. In this regard, we note that
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some civil society organizations have
a scientific and technical orientation.
The Consortium recently selected
for the organization of the Scientific
Conference must include within its
group of scientific experts those of civil
society who have expertise in this area.
In relation to the biophysical and socioeconomic indicators, we empha-size
that work has already been undertaken
in the various regions, which must be
considered and adopted in the short
term. We also believe that indicators of
participation are needed to monitor the
inclusion of CSOs in the implementation of the Convention, and that these
should be reflected in national reports.
In the same vein, we request that the
Committee on Science and Technology
should take into account the work done
by civil society on issues concerning the
knowledge, technology and practices
in the fight against desertification and
drought. Furthermore, noting the poor
performance of the Thematic Program
Networks (TPNs), we call upon the
Parties and the Secretariat to support
the revitalisation of the TPNs."
For full statement please see our
website www.dry-net.org

If you like to receive this newsletter
electronically or for more details on
the articles published, contact us at
drynet@bothends.org or check our
website www.dry-net.org
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News from
South Africa:
DRYNET AT CRiC – AN iMPRESSiON
fROM DRYNET PARTNER EMG
Unlike a full Conference of the Parties
(COP), the CRIC and the CST are not
decision making bodies. As the official
CRIC report states, “this report identifies
potential action that could be undertaken by Parties and other stakeholders
…after consideration and appropriate
decision by the COP”.
From our perspective the formal
process of the CRIC 7 and the parallel
process of the CST 9 can be judged as
relatively successful: a positive CRIC
report was adopted at the conclusion of
the meeting, and the mood of delegates
was generally positive. This was a great
relief to those who had endured the
negativity of some previous meetings
of the Conference of the Parties of the
Convention.
Despite this relative harmony, there
were some hot issues under discussion.
The role and mandate of the Global
Mechanism (GM) of the UNCCD was
heavily criticised by the G77 (Group of
77) and its efficiency was questioned.
The Global Mechanism was established
as a mobiliser of funds for actions to

Off THE SHELf
BOOkS AND ARTiCLES

“ExPLORiNG SUSTAiNABiLiTY
SCiENCE: A SOUTHERN AfRiCAN
PERSPECTivE”
2008 / Editors: Burns, Michael and
Weaver, Alex / Published by: SUN
Press / iSBN: 978 19 2010 951 6
Website: http://www.sun-e-shop.
co.za?Task=moreinfo&SKU=ISBN+978
-1-920109-51-6

combat desertification at a time when
no global fund for desertification work
existed. The G77 wanted a fund to be established, and not merely a “mechanism”,
but donor countries would not agree.
This probably accounts for some of the
perennial criticism of the GM, despite
the fact that the Global Environmental
Facility subsequently established an Operational Programme for land degradation.
Despite previous decisions of the COP
calling for a joint work programme
between the Secretariat and the GM,
these bodies appear to have largely
developed their own work-plans independently. There are some overlaps
and in some cases they appear to have
exceeded their individual mandates, but
they do not seem to have created synergies between the two organisations.
The CRIC report included text related to
civil society: “There is need for stronger
involvement of civil society in the
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Southern Africa is well-blessed with
a diverse and vibrant human population and a wealth of natural capital.
The key challenge for sustainable
development is to grow society’s
capacity to use this natural capital to
meet the needs of the region’s human population, especially the poor,
in ways that sustain environmental
life-support systems. Sustainability
science has much to contribute in this
regard. Collaborating across disciplines, the authors explore the underpinning principles and the potential
of sustainability science in a number
of case studies.

proceedings of the CRIC and a need for
civil society organisations (CSOs) to be
involved in the review of the implementation of the Convention and the
Strategy, through a specific segment at
the intersessional sessions of the CRIC.”
Somewhat repetitive, but the meaning
is clear: civil society has a role to play in
the UNCCD processes, and we should
rise to the occasion.
The success of the IPCC in influencing
decision makers and the public about
climate change has led to a re-assessment of the role of science within the
UNCCD. As a result it has been decided
to hold a scientific conference on desertification immediately before the
next UNCCD COP in the latter part of
2009. We would urge all South Africans
involved in research that is broadly
related to desertification to prepare to
participate in the event.
By Drynet partner: Noel Oettlé
(dryland@global.co.za)
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Brazilian father and son in
front of locally managed
well.
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News from Brazil:
EMERGiNG COUNTRiES ASSUME
LEADERSHiP fOR NEW AGREEMENT
ON CLiMATE CHANGE
The negotiations that resulted in the
final report of the 14th Climate Conference of the United Nations in Poland,
last December, showed a new leadership; composed of countries such as
Brazil, China, India, Mexico and South
Africa.
The new configuration of forces was a
combination of three factors. One was
the transition of power in the United
States, which reduced to total discretion the delegation sent by George W.
Bush. The other was the impasse in the
European Union, whose leaders were
divided. The final factor was the abandonment, by part of the emerging countries, of the discourse of the "historic
responsibility". This argument placed
the responsibility for global warming on
the shoulders of developed countries,
freeing the poor to also take strong
actions in mitigation. The abandonment mentioned in this speech enabled
countries such as Brazil, during the last
year, to take more proactive action in
the international arena, disarming the
argument from the U.S., which limited
its actions to targets set by the emerging markets.
The new government of Brazil’s conduct
was explained in the presentation of the
National Plan on Climate Change during
the Conference, by Minister Carlos Minc.

Brasilia has compromised for the first
time, and has set targets to reduce it’s
CO2 (carbon dioxide) emissions.
Although criticized by NGOs internally,
the plan was successful in the corridors
of Poznan, where the words of appreciation to the emerging countries
have multiplied. Yvo de Boer, Executive
Secretary of the Panel of Climate of the
United Nations (UN), hammered the
point every day that these countries
had assumed their responsibilities. The
demand, he argues, would clearly have
to fall on the richer nations.
A list of Nobel Prize winners present
Rajendra Pachauri - the coordinator of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), as well as the economist
Wangari Maathai - also magnified the
new players. Richard Worthington, one
of the leaders of Greenpeace, acknowledged the new scenario: "Developing
countries like Brazil (which established
the Fund of the Amazon which now
has already raised $ 1 billion to address
deforestation), Mexico, South Africa
and China, give signs of progress; but
we don’t see any progress from the rich
countries. "
By Drynet partner : Instituto Sertão,
Brazil based on Andrei Netto, O Estado
de SP 14/12/08
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News from Brazil:
RESOURCES AGAiNST
DESERTifiCATiON
"We recognize the importance of the
Amazon to the country, however, the
Ministry of Environment is not of a
singular agenda. The combat against
desertification, the conservation of the
caatinga and water resources, as well as
the Northeast, are also priorities”.
This statement was issued by the Minister of Environment, Carlos Minc, at the
First Regional Conference on Climate
Change: Implications for the Northeast,
held in Fortaleza last November.
The Minister announced that it had
passed an amendment to the budget
which provides U.S. $80 million to
combat desertification. Another amendment was sent to Congress establishing
the ‘Fund for Climate Change’. This was
formed by royalties from the oil industry, whose resources would be worth
U.S. $300 million per year. According
to the minister, between 60% and 70%
of the total should be allocated to the
Northeast. He did not discard the possibility, to establish, in the future, a fund
for the Caatinga, similar to the Amazon
Fund.
By Drynet partner: Instituto Sertão,
Brazil
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News from india:

Off THE SHELf
BOOkS AND ARTiCLES

Milking competition in full swing.

“kORANGADU: A TRADiTiONAL
PASTURELAND fARMiNG SYSTEM”
2007 / Author: P. Vivekanandan
Published by: Sustainableagriculture & Environmental
Voluntary Action (SEVA)

THE BANNi BUffALO Of GUJARAT
A few hundred kilometers south of Jaisalmer in Rajasthan is a region known as
Kutch. Kutch is a low-lying and largely
barren peninsula in the western most
part of Gujarat. But during the monsoons, extensive parts of this low-lying
land are flooded by rainfall and a large
number of small rivers that drain into
the area. This annual flooding has given
rise to the Banni grasslands. The Banni
supports a large number of different
pastoralist groups, collectively known
as Maldhari. The Maldhari herd camels,
sheep, goats, cattle, and buffaloes; they
produce ghee (clarified butter), wool,
and handicrafts. Since the land is not
suitable for agriculture, the region was
by-passed by conventional development.
Over the last few decades, the Banni
grasslands have seen serious environmental change due to the construction of dams that prevent the seasonal
flooding. In addition, an exotic shrub
that was introduced by means of airseeding, Prosopis juliflora, has invaded
a large area of the Banni grassland and
replaced the nutritious grasses. This
change in vegetation has had effects on
the livestock population: cattle numbers have declined, since these animals
thrived on the Banni grass; on the other
hand, the number of buffaloes has
increased.

The local Banni buffalo, not officially
recognised as a distinct breed , is an
amazing animal that produces even
more milk with a higher fat content
than the famous Murrah buffalo - which
is normally regarded as India's premier
breed.
Because the Banni buffalo shares some
characteristics with the Murrah buffalo,
animal scientists insisted that it was
the same breed, although the Maldhari
knew that their buffalo had a different
history. The Banni buffaloes also produce much of the milk that is consumed
in Mumbai and other large cities. The
breeders send many of their female
animals to the urban dairies in Bombay,
although only in their third or fourth
lactation to make sure that they retain
the female offspring.
The NGO Sahjeevan is helping the
buffalo breeders to get this breed
recognised and to establish a breeders' association. It has encouraged the
breeders to organise an annual fair
with competitions in which livestock
is judged for beauty and milk yield. Sahjeevan has also convinced the National
Dairy Development Board to install bulk
coolers so as to be able to collect milk
from remote villages. This has had a big
impact on peoples' lives.
By Drynet partner: LPPS, India
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This booklet describes the evolution,
the structure and the management
system of privately owned pasturelands called Korangadu that support
grazing of livestock by both landed
and landless livestock keepers in
the southern Indian state of Tamil
Nadu. Some important breeds of
livestock have been developed in
this region and the system itself has
evolved into a well-structured one
with sound management practices;
however, challenges like unplanned
development and certain land use
laws are raising concerns about the
survival of the Korangadu lands.

Getting a Banni buffalo ready
for the beauty competition.
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Off THE SHELf
BOOkS AND
ARTiCLES
“DESERTifiCATiON – COPiNG WiTH
TODAY’S GLOBAL CHALLENGES iN THE
CONTExT Of THE STRATEGY Of THE
UNiTED NATiONS CONvENTiON TO
COMBAT DESERTifiCATiON”
2008 / Editors: Nater, Timothy,
Duchrow, Anselm and Sörensen, Levke
Published by: GTZ
Website: http://www.unccd.int/meetings/global/hlpd/docs/HLPD-Report2008.pdf
This is a report on the High-Level Policy
Dialogue that was held in Bonn on May
27, 2008, under the official title “Coping
with Today’s Global Challenges in the
Context of the Strategy of the United
Nations Convention to Combat Desertification.”
“THE WORLD Of ORGANiC
AGRiCULTURE STATiSTiCS AND
EMERGiNG TRENDS 2008”
2008 / Authors: Willer, Helga,
Yussefi-Menzler, Minou and Sorensen,
Neil / Published by: Earthscan with
IFOAM and FiBL / iSBN: 9781844075928
Website: http://www.earthscan.
co.uk/?tabid=4848
The new edition of this annual publication documents recent developments
in global organic agriculture. It includes

contributions from representatives of
the organic sector from around the
world and provides comprehensive
organic farming statistics that cover surface area under organic management,
numbers of farms and specific information about commodities and land use in
organic systems. The book also contains
information on the global market of the
burgeoning organic sector, the latest
developments in organic certification,
standards and regulations, and insights
into current status and emerging trends
for organic agriculture by continent
from the world’s foremost experts.
“BENDiNG THE CURvE: YOUR GUiDE TO
TACkLiNG CLiMATE CHANGE iN SOUTH
AfRiCA”
2008 / Editor: Zipplies, Robert
ISBN: 978 06 2041 542 2
Website: http://www.africageographic.
com/shop/productInfo.asp?productID=3
98&menucategoryID=2&menusubcateg
oryID=15
Rob Zipplies has edited this book at a
time when knowledge of the science of
climate change felt like it was changing
every week. He has managed to bring
together an impressive range of recognized experts to write about what they
know best. The book provides an initial
overview of climate change science and
includes descriptions of the latest research by leading scientists and journalists. In particular, it provides an inspired
review of the broader socio-economic
implications and a reflection of how we
as a society have created this situation.
The main body of the book consists of
chapters written by sector experts and
explores detailed actions that need to
be taken by specific sectors of society.
Later chapters cover how each of us can
be part of the solution, and what actions
we need to take as a society to prepare
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for and tackle climate change. The book
will appeal to a wide spectrum of readers
– individuals, parents, business leaders, government officials and educators
who are keen to develop a lucid, current
perspective on what we know about the
science of climate change and what it is
that we can all do. (Review provided by
Brenda Martin, Project 90x2030).
“MANAGiNG DRYLANDS: iSSUES
AND PERSPECTivES”
2007 / Edited by: Sudha Menon
Published by: ICFAI Books, India
iSBN: 81-314-1235-5
Website: www.icfaipress.org/books
The book is a collation of twelve papers
by different authors covering various aspects of dryland management. There are
two sections: Introduction, and Country
Experiences. Papers in the first section
include those entitled "Economic Opportunities in the Drylands under the
United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification" by Uriel Safriel and
"Managing Drylands and Desertification: Global and Indian perspectives" by
Sudha Menon who has also edited the
book. It also features a paper"Building
an International Legal Framework on
Animal Genetic Resources: Can it help
the Drylands and Food-insecure countries?" by Ilse Koehler-Rollefson from the
League for Pastoral Peoples, a partner in
the Drynet initiative. The second section
features papers on four case studies
from Israel, Zimbabwe, Sudan and India,
as well as a paper on "People, Deserts
and Drylands in the Developing World"
by David Thomas.
Compiled by Drynet partners:
EMG and LPPS

